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Abstract The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is a key player in the global coupled ocean-7

atmosphere climate system. To characterise the potential of an AMOC slowdown, a past and future trend probabil-8

ity analysis is applied using 16 models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5. We determine9

the probability of AMOC annual to multidecadal trends under the historical period and two future climate scenar-10

ios (‘business-as-usual’ scenario – RCP8.5 and ‘stabilisation’ scenario – RCP4.5). We show that the probability of11

a AMOC decline in model data shifts outside its range of intrinsic variability (determined from the pre-industrial12

control runs) for sustained 5-year trend or longer. This suggests that interannual AMOC events are not signifi-13

cantly affected by future climate scenario, and so potentially neither by anthropogenic forcing. Furthermore, under14

the ‘business-as-usual’ scenario the probability of a 20-year decline remains high (87%) until 2100, however in a15

‘stabilisation’ scenario the trend probability recovers its pre-industrial values by 2100. A 20-year unique event is16

identified from 1995 to 2015, marked by simultaneous unique features in the AMOC and salinity transport that are17

not replicated over any other 20-year period within the 250 years studied. These features include the maximum18

probability and magnitude of an ‘intense’ AMOC decline, and a sustained 20-year decline in subpolar salinity19

transport caused by internal oceanic processes (as opposed to external atmospheric forcing). This work therefore20

highlights the potential use of direct salinity transport observations, and ensemble mean numerical models to rep-21

resent and understand changes in past, present, and future AMOC.22
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1 Introduction24

The AMOC redistributes heat, salt and carbon in the ocean (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2003). In the present climate,25

the upper limb of the AMOC transports warm and salty waters northwards, where they release heat to the atmo-26

sphere in the northeast North Atlantic (Hall and Bryden, 1982), impacting European and global climate (Pohlmann27

et al, 2006). This sustained northward flux of salt and release of heat in the subpolar North Atlantic contributes28

to the formation of dense waters through deep convection (Manabe and Stouffer, 1988). The relationship between29

the AMOC and temperature and salinity fluxes in the North Atlantic contribute to feedback loops in the large-scale30

ocean overturning (Marotzke, 1996) which can be disrupted in potential future scenarios where the AMOC trans-31

port slows significantly. This study aims to (i) determine whether there are any periods of a higher probability of a32

decline in the AMOC transport from 1850 to 2100 (i.e., during the historical period and future climate projections),33

and (ii) identify whether salinity transports active in atmospheric and oceanic feedbacks are associated with the34

probability of a decline.35

From AMOC observations using data from the RAPID array, Moat et al (2020) suggest that from 2004 to 200836

the AMOC had a constant mean transport followed by a step change and a lower constant mean from 2008 to 2018.37

A longer-term (centennial) forced signal can potentially exhibit shorter (decadal) periods of intrinsic variability,38

with an opposing (or absent) trend (Easterling and Wehner, 2009). For example, this can be seen in historical atmo-39

spheric temperature data where the multi-decadal trend experiences a hiatus or stabilisation period (Sévellec et al,40

2016). Hence, our aim is also to verify whether the decadal decline reported from the RAPID AMOC observations41

can be a consequence of intrinsic variability or is part of a longer-term trend forced by climate change.42

Other studies have turned to proxies to assess the multi-decadal past characteristics of the AMOC. Most con-43

clude that over the last 50-100 years, the AMOC has probably not experienced an anthropogenically-driven decline,44

and trends from natural variability have been weak (Buckley and Marshall, 2016). Parker and Ollier (2016) use a45

combined observational proxy since 1860 to show that trends fall within the range of interannual to multi-decadal46

variability of the AMOC. Numerical hindcast simulations also support that the increase seen from the 1980s to47

mid-1990s, and a decline thereafter, are indicative of the quasi-decadal (to quasi 30-year) intrinsic AMOC vari-48

ability (Huang et al, 2012a,b; Robson et al, 2014) and Worthington et al (2021) use deep-sea transport to build a49

30-year reconstruction of the AMOC that shows no trend. On the other hand, Rahmstorf et al (2015) uses another50

proxy to show that a 20-year weakening from 1975 to 1995 was unprecedented and had a <0.005 probability of51

occurring due to natural variability alone. Furthermore, Caesar et al (2021) also suggest that the state of the AMOC52

is currently at its weakest in the last few decades. Such inconsistencies regarding the intrinsic or extrinsic forces of53

AMOC changes are explored in a coupled model-mean probability analysis here.54

Future projections from the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report and follow-up studies have focused on the likeli-55

hood of a centennial decline by 2099 (Stocker et al, 2013; Schleussner et al, 2014). A reduction in AMOC strength56

is likely (within the 66%-percentile) by the end of the 21st century. Studies do, however, show a wide model57

spread of 12-30% likelihood in a climate stabilisation scenario (RCP4.5) and 25-56% likelihood in the ‘business-58

as-usual’ (RCP8.5) scenario (Weaver et al, 2012; Schleussner et al, 2014). Declining trend intensities also have59

a broad range, from 0 to 0.9 Sv per decade under the RCP8.5 scenario (Roberts et al, 2014; Smeed et al, 2018).60

Likelihood of declines on different timescales is still under discussion, however, hence the current study’s focus.61

To understand changes in the likelihood of an AMOC decline, one can focus on changes in North Atlantic62

transport dynamics, namely distinguishing overturning and horizontal gyre transport of temperature and salt. A63

positive feedback in ocean salinity transport was first described (in the context of estuary dynamics, though) by64

Stommel (1961), where a reduction in the AMOC volume transport results in less salt reaching the North At-65

lantic, thereby reducing the density of northern surface waters, weakening deep convection and thus weakening66

the AMOC (Marotzke, 1996). It means that an initial perturbation towards a weaker AMOC can be self-sustaining,67

leading to further or continued weak AMOC transport. The AMOC’s sensitivity to freshening thresholds (or bifur-68

cation points) can force the AMOC into a stable reduced or collapsed state (Stommel, 1961; Manabe and Stouffer,69
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1988; Rahmstorf, 2000; Dijkstra, 2007; Sévellec and Fedorov, 2011). Evidence for a possible bi-stability of the70

AMOC (where the AMOC has a stable ‘on’ and a stable ‘off’ state) has been seen in the geological record, sug-71

gesting that deep water formation can ‘switch off’ during abrupt climate shifts. It has been hypothesised that the72

switch is initiated by freshwater discharge in the northern North Atlantic (Broecker et al, 1985; Dansgaard et al,73

1993; Broecker, 1998; Bond et al, 1999). Since then, global numerical models have been used to diagnose an74

AMOC shutdown threshold, and its early warning signals, by simulating an increase in atmospheric carbon diox-75

ide (and hence an increase in surface temperature), or anomalously strong freshwater input in the subpolar North76

Atlantic, also called “hosing” experiments (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994; Rahmstorf, 1995; Wood et al, 1999; Zhang77

and Delworth, 2005; Stouffer et al, 2006; Boulton et al, 2014). From the CMIP5 ensemble, however, none show78

a likelihood of a total collapse within the 21st century as a consequence of global warming (Gregory et al, 2005;79

Weaver et al, 2012).80

Other numerical model studies have focused on simulating potential North Atlantic temperature and salinity81

changes in the nearer future and examining the AMOC’s response. An example includes the effects of anthro-82

pogenic warming on freshwater flux by Greenland ice sheet melting (Bakker et al, 2016) and Arctic ice retreat83

(Sévellec et al, 2017), both of which are not well represented in CMIP5 models (Stocker et al, 2013). Thorpe et al84

(2001) show that with a 2% increase in CO2 per year over 70 years, a 20% weakening of the AMOC occurs, of85

which 60% is attributed to an increase in temperature at high latitudes and 40% to salinity decreasing at high lat-86

itudes and increasing at lower latitudes. Similarly, Hu et al (2009) show that a 1% per year increase of Greenland87

freshwater melt flux induces a 26% AMOC reduction in the last 20 years of the 21st century relative to the 20th cen-88

tury. Other studies, however, did not find a weakening AMOC with a forced increase in CO2 (Latif et al, 2000) or89

found that freshwater anomalies have not yet impacted the AMOC (Böning et al, 2016). These results demonstrate90

the wide spread in AMOC behaviour in different models (Schmittner et al, 2005; Manabe and Stouffer, 1999). Due91

to large uncertainty in the response to forcing when using one model, we have are using a multi-model ensemble.92

To explore the recent past changes, observations using hydrographic data from the Labrador Sea and six cruises93

across 24.5�N have shown that since the 1960s, a sustained freshening of the North Atlantic has occurred (Dickson94

et al, 2002; Hall and Bryden, 1982; McDonagh et al, 2015). This has played an important role in producing95

record low densities by 2015 (Robson et al, 2016). Though the cause is still under discussion, one possibility is96

a change in atmospheric forcing via a recent increase in precipitation over the subpolar gyre (Josey and Marsh,97

2005). McDonagh et al (2015) on the other hand, focus on the respective contribution of the overturning or gyre98

transports in freshwater divergence between the Bering Strait and 26.5�N. They show that the positive freshwater99

flux (of 0.37 Sv) is dominated by the AMOC, which explains 91% of the variance, while the horizontal gyre100

component has a much smaller impact. Separating the circulation components (into overturning and horizontal101

gyre) can help to elucidate drivers of a flux change, and is therefore used in this study.102

We have organised the paper into two parts. We first look at the probability and intensity of a past or future103

decline in the AMOC using over two centuries of data in coupled numerical models. We quantify the magnitude of104

trends of different durations to aid in understanding the modelled AMOC’s interannual to multi-decadal properties105

through time. We then generate salinity budgets in the North Atlantic subtropical and subpolar gyres to examine106

the changes in differences and fluxes between these regions from 1850 to 2099. The motivation for this latter part is107

to investigate the role of changes to salinity feedback loops in increasing the probability and intensity of an AMOC108

decline.109

2 Data110

This study uses a selection of 16 CMIP5 models, namely: (1) ACCESS1-0, (2) bcc-csm1-1, (3) BNU-ESM, (4)111

CanESM2, (5) CCSM4, (6) CESM1-BGC, (7) CMCC-CM, (8) CNRM-CM5, (9) CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, (10) EC-112

EARTH, (11) GISS-E2-R-CC, (12) HadGEM2-CC, (13) IPSL-CM5A-MR, (14) MPI-ESM-LR, (15) MRI-CGCM3,113

(16) NorESM1-M. Four datasets are used: (i) control simulations, which are based on pre-industrial atmospheric114
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greenhouse gas emissions, (ii) historical simulations, which are based on post-industrial forcing from 1850 to 2005,115

(iii) the RCP4.5 future ‘stabilisation’ of emissions scenario, and (iv) RCP8.5 future ‘business-as-usual’ scenario;116

the latter two are from 2006 to 2099. The vertically- and zonally-integrated AMOC transport streamfunction is117

taken at 48�N and at a depth of 1,000 m. This latitude is chosen since the salinity transports (in the subpolar and118

subtropical regions) show a different behaviour north and south of 48�N (further explained in the Results section).119

The original data are monthly and we remove the seasonal cycle by subtracting each month’s overall means before120

estimating trends for each dataset separately; the control, historical, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.121

The salinity [psu] and absolute potential temperature [K] profiles that vary in time and 3D space are extracted122

from the same 16 models and annual means are computed from monthly-mean data, only from the historical and123

RCP8.5 scenario output data this time. The number of vertical levels among the 16 models vary from 31 to 70,124

with a resolution ranging from 4.5 m to 15 m at the surface, and 206 m to 550 m at the bottom. The North Atlantic125

data are extracted between 96�W and 2�W (from the Gulf of Mexico, inclusive, to the eastern African coast) and126

20�N to 60�N. The models are first re-gridded to a 2�⇥2� resolution by finding the nearest neighbour longitude127

and latitude using even values. Though this re-gridding could introduce some degree of uncertainty regarding128

mass preservation, it is required to compare the models and acquire an ensemble mean as a function of latitude,129

since their original grids have different horizontal resolutions. The North Atlantic is then split into two regions, the130

subtropical region (STR) and the subpolar region (SPR). As described above for the AMOC, the boundary between131

the STR and SPR is determined robustly at 48�N.132

3 Methods133

3.1 Interannual to multi-decadal AMOC trends134

The CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations are used to represent what will hereafter be referred to as ‘intrinsic135

variability’ of the AMOC, hence, variability existing in the absence of ‘external forcing’, such as anthropogenic136

greenhouse emissions, volcanic eruptions, and solar activity changes. Moving linear regression trends are fit to each137

of the 16 models’ control timeseries using sliding windows of 2, 10, 20, and 40 years (and sliding in increments of138

12 months). The trend magnitudes of all the sliding windows are placed into 50 equally-spaced bins to generate a139

probability density function (PDF) for each of the 16 models. These 16 PDFs are averaged in order to generate the140

multi-model ensemble mean reference PDF that defines the intrinsic variability of the AMOC in this study. This141

ensemble mean PDF is therefore centred around zero, where positive values indicate an increasing AMOC trend142

and negative values a decreasing trend. Following the assumption stated in the design of the IPCC’s future scenarios143

that no drastic changes in natural variability occur (which includes both intrinsic variability and variability forced144

by natural effects, such as volcanic eruptions or changes in solar forcing, Stocker et al, 2013) we also assume that145

intrinsic variability stays constant through time. This results in four reference PDFs: one for each of the sliding146

window trend lengths (hereafter referred to as 2, 10, 20 and 40-year trend durations).147

The ‘forced’ component can now be computed relative to the ‘intrinsic variability’ that has been defined. It148

is estimated here by the ensemble mean trends from three timeseries: (i) CMIP5 historical scenario (1850–2005),149

(ii) future RCP4.5 (2006–2099) and (iii) future RCP8.5 (2006–2099). As opposed to the intrinsic variability that150

we assume to be constant through time, here we assess the effects of the forcing using both the time-averaged151

trends and time-varying trends. The forced trend is computed as the model-mean trend of the 16-model-ensemble152

simulations. The same sliding window technique as stated above is used over the 250 years (historical followed153

by RCP4.5 and historical followed by RCP8.5). For the time-averaged analysis, trends of the four trend durations154

from 1850 to 2005 are averaged to represent the historical mean trends and from 2006 to 2100 for both RCP4.5155

and RCP8.5 to represent the two future scenarios’ trends. That one value, representing the time-averaged ensemble156

mean (forced) trends, is summed to each of its respective intrinsic variability (control) PDFs described in the157

previous paragraph. A hypothetical illustration of this is shown (in Figure S1). A reference PDF (Figure S1a) that158
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experiences a time-averaged forced increase in AMOC strength would shift the entire PDF to the higher positive159

AMOC trend values (Figure S1b), leading to a higher probability of an AMOC increase; on the other hand a160

time-averaged forced decline in AMOC strength would shift the entire PDF to the higher negative trend values161

(Figure S1c), leading to a higher probability of an AMOC decrease. For the time-varying part of the analysis, the162

reference PDF shifts to positive or negative values depending on the forced trend, however this time the trend is163

computed at each time step from 1850 to 2100. Once again, this is repeated for the same four reference PDFs (for164

the four trend durations) and for the historical followed by RCP4.5 and historical followed RCP8.5 timeseries.165

Elaborating on the method in Sévellec et al (2016), the full range of trend magnitudes found in the reference166

PDF is split into six probability categories (see Figure S1 and Equations 1): (1) intense decrease (P&int in Equa-167

tion 1a), (2) moderate decrease (P&mod in Equation 1b), (3) weak decrease (P&weak in Equation 1c), (4) weak168

increase (P%weak in Equation 1d), (5) moderate increase (P%mod in Equation 1e), and (6) intense increase (P%int169

in Equation 1f). These categories are based on the probability of trends in the multi-model control PDF falling170

below 1 standard deviation (‘weak’), from 1 to 2 standard deviations (‘moderate’), and above 2 standard deviations171

(‘intense’). These probability categories read:172

P&int = P(β �2σ) =
Z �2σ

�∞

p(β )dβ , (1a)

P&mod = P(�2σ < β �σ) =
Z �σ

�2σ
p(β )dβ , (1b)

P&weak = P(�σ < β  0) =
Z 0

�σ
p(β )dβ , (1c)

P%weak = P(0 < β +σ) =
Z +σ

0
p(β )dβ , (1d)

P%mod = P(+σ < β +2σ) =
Z +2σ

+σ
p(β )dβ , (1e)

P%int = P(+2σ < β ) =
Z +∞

+2σ
p(β )dβ , (1f)

where σ is the standard deviation of the intrinsic variability (i.e., from the multimodel average reference PDF), β173

is the forced trend (i.e., from the historical or future scenario data), and p is the probability density function. We can174

also define the probabilities of increase and decrease as: P%=P%weak+P%mod+P%int and P&=P&weak+P&mod+P&int,175

respectively. The p(β ) here can either be the probability density function of the time-averaged trends, or the time-176

varying trends. The six computations of Equation 1, are repeated for each of the moving-window trend filters (2, 10,177

20, and 40 years), and for each forced scenario (historical, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). This determines the probability178

of the six categories for interannual to multi-decadal trends in each scenario.179
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Lastly, the expected intensity of both an increasing and decreasing trend is computed. As opposed to the six180

probability categories above (in Equation 1), there are now only two categories, the expected decrease (E&), and181

the expected increase (E%), which are estimated as follows:182

E& =

0R
�∞

p(β )βdβ

0R
�∞

p(β )dβ

, (2a)

E% =

+∞R
0

p(β )βdβ

+∞R
0

p(β )dβ

, (2b)

where now we only compute the probability density function, p(β ), for the time-varying trends, and not time-183

averaged. Therefore, the E& and E% are time-varying expected intensities of an AMOC negative trend and positive184

trend, respectively. It is important to note that though this analysis uses the AMOC at 48�N, it was also performed185

for 20 to 60�N (not shown), and produced similar results. Therefore, comparisons with previous work using other186

latitudes (for example, 26.5�N) are valid.187

3.2 Estimating the North Atlantic salinity budget188

The mathematical framework used to estimate the North Atlantic salinity budget in this study has been used in189

several studies focusing on meridional temperature or salinity fluxes (Bryden et al, 2011; Drijfhout et al, 2011;190

Weaver et al, 2012; McDonagh et al, 2015; Mecking et al, 2016, 2017). It was formulated by Rahmstorf (1996)191

and de Vries and Weber (2005), where a rigorous derivation can be found in Mecking et al (2016), and it is derived192

in further detail in the supplementary information.193

Oceanic salinity transports are expressed here as an overturning component (Sov) and an azonal component,194

from the gyre recirculation (Saz). Following results from Mecking et al (2016), the atmospheric forcing salinity195

flux (via precipitation and evaporation with the addition of the runoff) is assumed to dominate the residual term196

(F ), so the distinction between internal oceanic (Sov plus Saz) and external atmospheric (F ) transport can be197

made. Hence, the sum of the divergence of Sov and Saz minus the time derivative of total net salinity transport198

in a region is used to estimate the external atmospheric salinity forcing term (i.e., the residual). Changes to these199

individual components, as well as the overall salinity transport in the STR and SPR, are used to identify whether200

the AMOC slowdown is primarily driven by the external atmospheric processes or internal ocean processes. The201

derivations of these terms are now described below.202

As mentioned above, two regions are used in our model, the subtropical ‘box’ from 20–48� N and the subpolar203

‘box’ from 48–60� N. To estimate the salinity budget between these boxes, we use the advective-diffusive equation.204

We set box boundaries, allowing for free flow into and out of the boxes only via their northern and southern edges205

and the sea-surface to atmosphere. Using the subpolar box as an example, the time derivative of salinity transport206

is computed as the difference between the southern and northern boundary meridional transport plus a residual:207

Z
X

Z
Y

Z
Z

∂tSdxdydz =
Z

X

Z
Z
(vS)|y=48�N dxdz�

Z
X

Z
Z
(vS)|y=60�N dxdz+F . (3)

where
R

X is the zonal integral,
R

Y is the meridional integral and
R

Z is the vertical integral, S is salinity, v is meridional208

velocity and F is the residual flux. Although the residual can consist of a few components (see Eq. 8 in SI) we209

assume that the surface boundary flux (forcing term) dominates. This follows results from Mecking et al (2016),210
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that evaporation-precipitation+runoff is almost an order of magnitude larger than the other diffusive mixing or211

eddy terms in the North Atlantic subpolar and subtropical regions in this set of CMIP5 experiments.212

Salinity and meridional velocity can be split into their respective zonal means and anomalies (v + v0) and213

(S+S0). The average terms are then separated into two terms: (i) the zonally and vertically averaged net term (or214

‘net’, a constant along the zonal and vertical direction), and (ii) the overturning component (or ‘ov’, that varies215

only vertically; a constant along the zonal direction). An anomaly remains as one term which is azonal (or ‘az’,216

that varies zonally and vertically). Hence this decomposition reads:217

S =
Z

X

Z
Z
(vnet + vov + vaz)(Snet +Sov +Saz)dxdz. (4)

The components of the flow in terms of overturning and azonal flows, the transport of salinity at a given latitude218

reads:219

Sov =
Z

Z
Wx vovSov dz, (5a)

and220

Saz =
Z

X

Z
Z

vazSaz dxdz, (5b)

where Wx is the full width of the Atlantic basin. The Sov and Saz is computed at three latitudes (20�N, 48�N and221

60�N) to estimate the salinity transport across the northern and southern boundaries of the subpolar and subtropical222

boxes. To close the budget, the time derivative of integrated salinity in the each box becomes the sum of three223

components: the difference between the Sov at the northern and southern boundaries of the box plus the difference224

between the Saz at the same latitudes, plus the total residual term. Using the subpolar box (SP) as an example we225

have:226

Z
X

Z
Y

Z
Z

∂tS|SP dxdydz

=(Sov|48�N �Sov|60�N)+(Saz|48�N �Saz|60�N)+Rtotal = ∆S ov|SP +∆S az|SP +F |SP.

(6)

To compare anomalies of each component, we define a reference year which is defined in this study as the year227

when the accumulated transport is zero (tref = 1975); note that our results therefore depend on this reference year228

definition. By removing the mean over the beginning of the timeseries to tref (from t0=1851 to 1975), this allows all229

fluctuations in the timeseries until 1975 to oscillate around zero, after which the future accumulated anomalies are230

more easily distinguishable (over 1975 to 2099). Using one of the components, Sov, at any latitude as an example,231

the anomaly of Sov is:232

Sov|anom(t) = Sov(t)�
1

tref

Z tref

t0

Sov(t
0)dt 0. (7)

The accumulated anomaly transport of the overturning component (which therefore recovers a measure of salinity233

content) then reads:234

Σ ov(t) =
Z t

t0

Sov|anom(t
0)dt 0, (8)

where Σ is the accumulated anomaly of any transport and Σ(tref) = 0 by definition. Smoothing of the accumulated235

annual data is then performed using a 10-year moving-average.236

Finally, a direct comparison to the 20-year forced moving trends of the AMOC transport is done, where linear237

regressions of 20-year sliding windows for each salinity transport component from 1851 to 2099 are computed and238

represented as ΘS . The 20-year window slides in increments of one year, to produce a timeseries as a function of239

the midpoint of this window.240

The mathematical derivations of the salinity budget above can provide insight regarding the components driving241

the salinity feedback loop associated with the AMOC. Under certain conditions (such as anthropogenic forcing),242

the AMOC could respond to thresholds due to positive feedbacks (Stommel, 1961). A key driver of the posi-243
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tive oceanic feedback that destabilises the AMOC is anomalous freshwater input in the subpolar North Atlantic244

(Stommel, 1961; Baumgartner and Reichel, 1975). If the AMOC weakens (regardless of the original cause), the245

near-surface waters that carry heat and salt to the deepwater formation sites also slow down. At high latitudes, since246

it is a region of net freshwater input from the atmosphere, transit time of AMOC surface waters passing through247

is increased, therefore further decreasing the rate of poleward salt transport. This reduces the salinity of the water248

and hence the density, which further weakens the overturning via this positive feedback (Urban and Keller, 2010;249

Marotzke, 1996).250

4 Results and discussion251

4.1 AMOC trends252

This study uses the control ensemble PDFs as a reference, representing the AMOC’s intrinsic variability, where253

trend values range from �3 to +3 Sv yr�1 across the 16 models for the 2-year trends (Figure 1a) and �0.1 to254

+0.1 Sv yr�1 for the 40-year trends (Figure 1d). These PDFs show an almost symmetrical probability (also known255

as zero skewness) of an increase or a decrease in the AMOC transport, regardless of the trend length (Figure 1a,256

b, c, and d). The interannual, decadal, and multi-decadal forced trends in historical and 21st century (RCP4.5 and257

RCP8.5) scenarios are now considered (Figures 5 and 6), both as time-mean and time-varying forcing, in order258

to discuss the total (intrinsic plus forced) variability from 1850 to 2099. The timing of a shift in probabilities is259

revealed when considering these PDFs as a function of time, among the combined ensemble historical and future260

scenario data (Figure 3 and 4).261

4.1.1 Historical interannual to multi-decadal trends262

The historical ensemble PDFs are almost identical to the controls’, meaning that the average interannual to multi-263

decadal forced trends of the AMOC from 1850 to 2005 are equivalent to intrinsic variability (Figure 1a, b, c, and d).264

The forcing, on average, is therefore negligible over the historical period. The time-varying trends, however, show265

that there are large oscillations around zero (Figures 5 and 6), which produce time-evolving shifts in the probability266

of a weak increase (P%weak) or a weak decrease (P&weak) in the AMOC (Figures 3 and 4). This demonstrates267

that the effects of forcing on probabilities of strengthening and weakening are time-dependent. Although, these268

variations of the probabilities are attributed to the forcing, by construction of the PDFs, in reality observations269

come from a single realisation from such a PDF. Hence the relative contributions of intrinsic and forced signals270

on the trends cannot be easily distinguished in observations (or in single model realisation). A study using one271

iteration of an AMOC timeseries (an observational proxy) recovers a stable AMOC since 1860, without finding272

any trends that fall outside the range of interannual to multidecadal intrinsic variability (Parker and Ollier, 2016).273

On the other hand, Rahmstorf et al (2015) suggest that the 20-year decline from 1975 to 1995 had almost a 100%274

probability of being anthropogenically-caused. Here, the results indicate that when using a timeseries constructed275

from an ensemble mean of forced historical AMOC trends from 1850 to 2005, the time-average is dominated by276

intrinsic variability.277

4.1.2 Interannual (two-year) trends in the 21st century278

The future scenario interannual PDFs (2-year time-mean trends in Figure 2 and 1a) mirror the control and historical279

PDFs. The time-varying trends and probabilities (Figures 5a and 6a, and Figures 3a and 4a) also represent a280

similar behaviour to the historical period. This illustrates that even though the AMOC is under two climate change281

scenarios, on higher-frequency timescales, the time-mean and time-varying intrinsic variability is larger than the282

forced changes (the signal-to-noise ratio is weak). An example of the implications of these findings is that the283

probability of an event such as the potential decline observed over 14 months between 2009-2010 (corresponding284
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to a 30% decrease, McCarthy et al, 2012; Srokosz et al, 2012; Bryden et al, 2014), falls within the range of intrinsic285

variability. Ezer (2015) suggests that this so-called ‘extreme event’ is the last part of a longer, decadal trend, that286

started before RAPID (according to three observational datasets from 2000). It is worth noting that McCarthy287

et al (2012) and Roberts et al (2014) suggest that the CMIP5 ensemble underestimates the observed interannual288

variability and trends (of the 2009-2010 magnitude, 4.7 Sv, for example), though. However this ratio between the289

trends and the variability could still be accurate, therefore not affecting our conclusions.290

4.1.3 Five-year and decadal trends in the 21st century291

Upon examining five-year and 10-year trends in the 21st century, the average probability of seeing a decline in the292

future scenarios increases slightly, shown by a small shift in the PDFs towards negative values (Figure 1b). The293

average probability of a weak decline from 2006-2099 for 10-year trends is 61.3% and 67.1% under an RCP4.5 and294

RCP8.5 scenario, respectively (Figure 1b and 2). The time-varying forced trend intensities are generally negative295

throughout the 21st century in both scenarios (Figures 5b and 6b), although the last few decades under RCP4.5296

show a recovery of the forced trends oscillating around zero. The historical time-varying P% and P& remains well297

balanced, with one moderate P& peak at the turn of the century in both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Figures 3b and 4b),298

and RCP4.5 again returns to probabilities oscillating between a P% and P& by 2099. Contrary to the interannual299

results, since a forced decadal decline is probable at the turn of the century (of 79% in 2010 for ’business-as-300

usual’), the observed decadal trend from RAPID of �0.41 (±0.18) Sv yr�1 between 2004 and 2014 (Jackson et al,301

2016) was likely to occur, according to the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 ensemble mean forcing here. These results suggest302

that the AMOC variations therefore start being statistically impacted by forcing trends on durations longer than303

5 years.304

4.1.4 Inter-decadal (20-year) trends in the 21st century305

The 20-year ensemble time-mean trends in the 21st century generate a distinctively augmented AMOC slow-306

down probability than when evaluated with shorter timescales. The average probabilities of a 20-year decline from307

2006-2099 under an RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenario, are 72% and 87%, respectively (Figures 1c and 2). The most308

prominent feature is a rapid jump in both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 20-year forced decline intensity (Figures 5c and 6c)309

and probability (Figures 3c and 4c) at the beginning of the 21st century, leading to a probability of a decline from310

1995 to 2015 reaching 95% for both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. This 20-year period, from 1995 to 2015 is therefore311

hereafter defined as the ‘unique event’, characterised by the maximum negative trend intensity and decline proba-312

bility over the 250 years studied. The forced trend magnitude occurring over this unique event is �0.11 Sv yr�1 in313

both future scenarios (Figures 5c and 6c for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively). Pre-1995, the forced trends oscil-314

late around zero and post-2015, the negative forced trends relax partially, under RCP8.5, and fully (back to zero),315

under RCP4.5. The time-varying probability of an intense 20-year decline (P&int) reinforces the uniqueness of the316

unique event; it shows an intense decline probability of 50% under RCP4.5, and 56% under RCP8.5, compared to317

their pre-1995 maximum of 13% and post-2015 maxima of 24% and 38%, respectively (Figures 3c and 4c).318

The timing of this 20-year unique event (1995-2015), for which we find an average probability of decline of319

92% for RCP8.5 (and 91% for RCP45), is interestingly consistent with observational findings showing that the320

AMOC has indeed sustained a decline since the mid-1990s (Smeed et al, 2013; Robson et al, 2014). Robson et al321

(2016) associate the decline to a simultaneous dramatic decrease in the Labrador Sea density index, stimulated by a322

deep ocean warming and long-term freshening of the subpolar gyre waters. They mention that the exact contributors323

to this change in temperature and salinity remains an open question, and is therefore further investigated below.324

The results from this analysis suggest that 1995-2015 is a unique event where the AMOC is forced to decline,325

regardless of intrinsic variability.326
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4.1.5 Multi-decadal (40-year) trends in the 21st century327

The 40-year time-mean ensemble trends produce the highest probabilities of an AMOC decline relative to the other328

trend durations (95% under RCP4.5, and 99% under RCP8.5 in Figures 1d and 2). The striking feature under the329

‘business-as-usual’ scenario is the time-average probability of an intense decline (P&int) at 86%, whereas none330

of the other trend durations or scenarios exceed a P&int of 50%. This is also seen in the time-varying RCP8.5331

probabilities (Figure 4d), where there is a sustained high P&int throughout the 21st century. This contrasts to the332

20-year probabilities, where P&mod+P&int oscillate around the 50% probability in the 21st century (Figure 4c).333

Because only negative trends are possible in RCP8.5, the time-varying intensity of the expected decline is identical334

to time-varying intensity of the forced trend (Figure S3d). Although the RCP4.5 probabilities also sustain a high335

P&int, after 2060, once again, the stabilisation of an equal probability of increase and decrease occurs by 2099336

(Figure 3d), and expected trend intensity is no longer identical to (E&) (Figure S2d). Further smoothing of the337

trends (above 40 years) would mechanically increase the contribution of the forced trend over the intrinsic one,338

simply increasing the probability of a decline. Therefore, these results find that not only a multi-decadal but also339

a quasi-centennial sustained decline is highly probable throughout the 21st century (consistently with the IPCC340

report’s conclusion in Weaver et al, 2012; Flato et al, 2013).341

In summary, the first part of our results suggest that the AMOC’s interannual intrinsic variability is stronger than342

the forced signal over 250 years, regardless of the forcing applied (future ‘business-as-usual’ or ‘stabilisation’).343

The longer-term forced trends (more than five-years in duration) under future scenario anthropogenic forcing skew344

the probability to a decline. Both a 20-year unique event (from 1995 to 2015) and a sustained 21st century intense345

decline probability in RCP8.5 are seen. Under the RCP4.5 scenario, the balance between AMOC increase and346

decrease probability, equivalent to the historical and pre-industrial (control simulation) period, is recovered by the347

end of the 21st century for all tested trend durations. The next part of the analysis therefore investigates the cause348

of these probability changes, where the dynamical relationship between the AMOC and salinity fluxes can direct349

whether the changes originate from internal oceanic processes, or external atmospheric processes.350

4.2 Analysis of the salinity budget351

4.2.1 Salinity budget at equilibrium of the forced component352

The 250-year forced timeseries of the various salinity transports (from 1851 to 2099) has been split into a reference353

period over the first 125 years (from 1851 to 1975) and a post-reference period over the following 125 years (1975354

to 2099; Figure S6). The reference period presents fluxes that are almost in equilibrium when averaged temporally355

(with a small total residual of +0.11 Sv psu in the subtropical region (STR) and +0.02 Sv psu in the subpolar356

region (SPR; Figure 8). These reference salinity transports at the three latitudes used (20�N, 48�N, and 60�N),357

therefore represent the fluxes prior to the drift as part of climate change (Figure S6a).358

All three latitudes have a positive, northwards flux of salt via both the overturning component and the hori-359

zontal gyre component, apart from Saz|20�N (southwards). This creates a divergence of salt by Saz in the STR of360

almost equal transport northwards and southwards (�8.12 Sv psu via Saz|20�N and +8.26 Sv psu via Saz|48N).361

Sov|20�N induces the largest flux into the STR (+15.58 Sv psu) and Sov|60�N the smallest flux out of the SPR362

(+0.60 Sv psu) (Figure 8). The generally northward fluxes are consistent with findings from Rahmstorf (1996)363

showing that freshwater transport from the overturning circulation is southwards everywhere in the North Atlantic364

(i.e., northwards salinity transport).365

Upon examining the subtropical and subpolar regions’ transports separately over the reference period, the366

combined positive and negative fluxes at different latitudes result in a net ∆S ov import of salt into both the STR367

and SPR and a net ∆S az export of salt out of both regions (Figure 7b and c). The highest salinity transport368

is via ∆S az|ST export (+16.38 Sv psu), due to the divergence mentioned above. The total oceanic transports369
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∆S ov +∆S az|ST and ∆S ov + ∆S az|SP generate a transport of salt out of the STR (�7.38 Sv psu) and into370

the SPR (+4.54 Sv psu) during the reference period. The atmospheric forcing (F ) is computed as the residual371

component flux and the time-derivative of salinity (that is minimal during this quasi-equilibrium phase of the forced372

component). Assuming that the residual is primarily due to precipitation and evaporation (and also potentially river373

run-off) implies that at equilibrium there is freshwater outflux from evaporation in the STR (increasing salinity374

by +7.50 Sv psu), and freshwater influx from precipitation in the SPR (decreasing salinity by +4.52 Sv psu in375

Figure 7b and c and Figure 8).376

4.2.2 Multi-decadal temperature and salinity anomalies in the 21st century377

Salinity anomalies of the ensemble mean referenced to 1975, as a function of latitude and averaged over different378

depth ranges, further support that during the reference period, the concentrations do not vary greatly (shown by the379

Hovmöller plots in Figures 9 and S2). This next subsection looks at the anomalies as 10-year running means, and380

the analysis focuses on the period from 1975 to 2095, where the subtropical and subpolar forced components of381

salinity show a dramatic change compared to the reference period.382

Although temperature changes are not the focus of this study, a brief description is mentioned here, to ac-383

knowledge the shared thermal and haline contributions to changes in buoyancy under external forcings (Stommel,384

1961; Marotzke, 1996; Thorpe et al, 2001; Sévellec and Fedorov, 2011). The forced-component of the temperature385

anomalies, post-1975 and throughout the 21st century, increase almost uniformly throughout the North Atlantic386

upper ocean (top 2,500 m), or when averaged over the full depth under both CMIP5 future scenarios (Figures 9a,387

b, and d and S2a, b, and d for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively). For the surface values, this is consistent with388

Delworth et al (2007) showing that multi-decadal sea surface temperature patterns in the North Atlantic produce389

anomalies with the same sign on a basin scale between the equator and 60� N. This homogeneous warming co-390

incides with the projections of anthropogenically-forced global atmospheric temperature rise, insinuating that the391

residual surface flux could play a dominant role in upper ocean temperature changes, as opposed to oceanic fluxes392

(although a temperature budget to verify this is outside the scope of this study). It is worth noting that the warming393

is stronger in the SPR than in the STR at all depths, leading to a negative meridional temperature gradient. The394

negative temperature feedback mechanism indicates that an increase in the gradient between the STR and SPR395

would onset a stronger AMOC transport (Marotzke, 1996), contrary to what we observed in the simulations. Al-396

though there are studies showing that from 50 to 60�N there is a subpolar ‘Warming Hole’ (Drijfhout et al, 2012),397

the CMIP5 zonally-integrated upper ocean ensemble mean does not exhibit this anomaly (Figures 9a and b and398

Figures S2a and b), possibly since the global mean temperature signal must be removed in order to identify it.399

Averages from 2,500 m to the bottom, however, show a decrease in temperature in the SPR, but not in the STR400

which still indicates a warming (Figures 9c and S2c for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively). With subpolar upper401

ocean waters becoming more positively buoyant as a result of an increase in temperature, a potential reduction402

in deep water convection could occur at the higher latitudes, causing a larger difference in temperature between403

above and below 2,500-m depth. Anomalous spatial patterns are consistent across results under the RCP4.5 and404

RCP8.5 scenarios, with the ‘business-as-usual’ scenario showing stronger anomalies (reaching a full depth average405

maximum of +1.19 K and +0.76 K by 2095 under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively).406

Salinity anomalies, on the other hand, show a dipole response to forcing in the 21st century, with a freshening407

in the SPR and a salinification in the STR. This potentially suggests that the positive salinity feedback mechanism408

is generated under a warming climate, and a weakened AMOC is linked to a stronger salinity gradient between the409

SPR and STR, which further weakens the AMOC transport (Marotzke, 1996). The other hypothesis would be an410

intensification of the atmospheric water cycle, with stronger evaporation in the STR and precipitation in the SPR,411

which is a hypothesis formulated as a consequence of anthropogenically-forced climate change (Stocker et al,412

2013). This ensemble mean salinity anomaly is consistent across all depth ranges and under both future scenarios413

(Figures 9 and S2 for RCP8.5 and RCP4.5, respectively), although the average below 2,500 m does not show an414
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increase in salinity in the STR (Figures 9g and S2g). The integrated anomalies averaged over the full depth are415

used to define the latitude (48�N) that separates the two regions dynamically in this study (Figures 9h and S2h). In416

the rest of this section the salinity budget, previously defined, is used to attribute the cause of the forced-component417

of the salinity change to either internal oceanic processes (i.e., positive salinity feedback through AMOC and gyre418

circulation change) or external atmospheric processes (i.e., intensification of the atmospheric water cycle).419

By the end of the 21st century, the increase in the net STR salinity (+0.09 psu) and decrease in SPR salinity420

(�0.03 psu) relative to 1975 is seen, both as a function of latitude, averaged over the full water column (Figure 9h),421

and summarized from the salinity budgets (Figure 10). The accumulated anomalies since 1975 (Figure 11) of the422

oceanic salinity transports (Σ ov and Σ az) and atmospheric salinity flux (ΣF ) are used to address potential drivers423

of changes in long-term salinity transport over 125-year simulations.424

At the three latitudes (20�N, 48�N, and 60�N), the transports generally tend towards an increase in salinity425

anomalies throughout the 21st century (Figure 11a). Σ az|20�N, Σ ov|60�N, and Σ ov|48�N have slight negative anomalies426

for the first few decades before becoming positive by 2020, 2030, and 2060, respectively. The component with the427

largest total accumulated flux after 125 years is the Σ az|20�N (with +5.02 Pm3 psu), meaning it has drastically428

reduced its initial southward transport (compared to its reference fluxes in Figure 8), leading to retention of salt429

within the STR. Σ az|60�N is also the dominant term for exporting salt in the SPR, reaching +4.01 Pm3 psu by 2095430

(Figure 10).431

Combining the effects of the boundary fluxes provides an estimate of divergences and convergences of salinity432

within each region from 1975 to 2095. In the subtropics, the consistently positive exponential increase in accu-433

mulated salinity (Figure 11b) seems to be dominated by Σ ov|ST until approximately 2050 (where it reaches its434

maximum of +1.93 Pm3 psu). Σ az|ST has an opposing effect, exporting salinity until 2060 (reaching its minimum435

in 2020 of �0.85 Pm3 psu). Post-2060, joint efforts between the accumulated Σ az|ST and increased evaporation436

(ΣF |ST) appear to dominate net accumulation of salinity (ΣS ), while Σ ov|ST imports less salt until the end of the437

century (Figure 11b). Upon combining Σ ov and Σ az, the oceanic transports (Σ ov+az|ST) and atmospheric forcing438

(ΣF |ST) have almost identical exponentially increasing impact. This suggests that the forced salinity change in439

the subtropics comes evenly from oceanic internal dynamics and atmospheric external forcing.440

The components of accumulated salt transport show large difference between STR and SPR dynamics. The441

largest difference between the SPR and STR dynamics is that the SPR’s range of accumulated transports is a lot442

smaller than the STR’s (between �1.45 and +0.69 Pm3 psu in the SPR compared to �0.85 and +3.54 Pm3 psu443

in the STR) (Figure 11b and c). Note that the first couple of decades (1975 to 2020) see an intriguing relationship444

between the components that is further investigated in Section 4.2.3 below. The general tendency after 2020 is445

an opposing effect between the atmospheric forcing (ΣF |SP), that causes a constant increase in salinity retention446

from 1975 to 2095 (implying a decrease in precipitation), and the oceanic transports (Σ ov+az|SP) that export more447

salinity. However, Σ ov+az|SP dominates over the atmospheric term, leading to a net decrease in salinity in the SPR.448

Contrary to the STR, both Σ ov and Σ az in the SPR generally produce negative accumulated anomalies. (It is worth449

noting that in the subpolar region both overturning and azonal transport contribute to the AMOC, since the AMOC450

becomes a lot more horizontal than in the suptropical region).451

These results indicate that by 2095, salinity change in the subtropics is equally due to oceanic feedback452

(Σ ov+az|ST) and atmospheric forcing (ΣF |ST), producing accumulated anomalies of +3.70 Pm3 psu and +3.54 Pm3 psu,453

respectively (Figure 10 and 11b). In the subpolar region, however, it is the ocean internal dynamics (Σ ov+az|SP)454

that dominate the salinity changes over the external atmospheric forcing (ΣF |SP), with values of �1.04 Pm3 psu455

versus +0.69 Pm3 psu, respectively (Figure 10 and 11c).456

4.2.3 Unique 20-year AMOC event and its relation to salinity changes457

We have identified a ‘unique event’ over 20-years (from 1995 to 2015) in which the AMOC at 48�N shows458

two features: (i) a sudden shift in probability of a decline in transport (reaching a 95% probability of a 20-459
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year declining trend, with a 56% probability of an intense AMOC decrease), and (ii) the strongest forced trend460

(�0.11 Sv psu yr�1) relative to the full 250-year timeseries. To explore the cause and consequences of this unique461

event, this section investigates whether there is also a change in behaviour in the forced component of salinity462

transports over this period, for direct timing comparison to the AMOC (Figures 12 and 13). Note that a 20-year463

trend (here denoted as ΘS ) in 1995, for example, refers to a linear regression from 1985 to 2005 in this study.464

The 20-year trends of the ensemble mean salinity transport in the SPR (ΘS |SP) are consistently negative465

over the unique event (Figure 12b). This feature is not seen over any other 20-year period throughout the 250-466

year timeseries of historical and RCP8.5 data output. This is consistent with findings in Holliday et al (2020) that467

from 2012 to 2016, a unique extreme freshening occurred in the eastern SPR that had not previously been seen in468

120 years of observations. In our results, almost simultaneously, both ΘAMOC and ΘS |SP 20-year declines fall469

outside the variability found during their historical period. Furthermore, the 20-year trend around 2001 (from 1991470

to 2011) marks the maximum net salinity decline in the trend (of �0.051 Sv psu yr�1). Changes in STR transport471

trends do not seem exclusive to the unique event and therefore the SPR remains the point of focus.472

For a deeper analysis, to investigate whether this subpolar salinity unique event is mostly linked to ocean or473

atmospheric fluxes, Θov|SP, Θaz|SP, and ΘF |SP are used. It becomes evident that the subpolar oceanic transport474

components of salinity demonstrate a behaviour that is unique to this period. In the first seven years (1995 to 2002),475

Θaz|SP 20-year trends are negative, and soon after in 1998, Θov|SP trends change to a negative sign (reaching the476

250-year minimum in 2008, of �0.064 Sv psu yr�1), and then sustaining a decline until the end of the unique477

event (Figure 12b). This is caused by an average divergence of salinity by Θov|SP, with both Θov|48N and Θov|60N478

exporting salt out of the SPR (Figure 13). The maximum net salinity transport decline in 2001 (as mentioned479

above) coincides with an overlap of a 20-year negative trend shared by Θov|SP and Θaz|SP of �0.025 Sv psu yr�1.480

This is unprecedented and not repeated after the unique event since Θov and Θaz normally complement each other,481

in that one transport component increases while the other decreases (both in the historical and future scenario).482

The 20-year atmospheric salinity transport trends ΘF |SP, on the other hand, do not show any anomalous483

feature during the unique event, with positive and negative trend oscillations occurring consistently over the 250484

years (Figure 12b). Its average trend over the unique event is negligible (Figure 13). These results illustrate that on485

this short (interdecadal) period, the oceanic internal processes, such as the overturning and gyre circulation, largely486

dominate over the effects of atmospheric fluxes to set the forced component of the salinity changes consistent with487

an AMOC reduction.488

5 Conclusion489

Following the IPCC’s findings that the AMOC is very likely to experience a decline in transport in the 21st century490

(Flato et al, 2013), this study quantifies the decline in past and future strength of the AMOC at 48�N over 250 years.491

Trends of different lengths, covering interannual to multi-decadal timescales, are analysed to reveal that under both492

future scenarios used (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5), the forcing is only detected outside the range of intrinsic variability493

for a consistent decline longer than 5 years. This suggests that any interannual intense events, such as the 2009-494

2010 30% decline in transport recorded by RAPID (Bryden et al, 2014), are more akin to intrinsic variability rather495

than forced long-term decline. The results also imply that there was a high probability (up to 85% at the turn of496

the century, in RCP8.5) of seeing a weak decadal decline, such as that seen in RAPID (Smeed et al, 2014), due497

to forcing. A decadal trend could still be dominated by intrinsic variability as suggested by Roberts et al (2014),498

which is characterised as a hiatus in Sévellec et al (2016). Upon increasing the time-duration of the forced trends,499

stronger intensities and probabilities of a decline are seen (86% time-average probability of an intense 40-year500

decline under RCP8.5). Using time-varying forced trends, the ‘business-as-usual’ scenario shows a sustained high501

probability of a decline in the AMOC, whereas the ‘stabilisation’ scenario returns to pre-industrial probabilities of502

an equal chance in increasing or decreasing (for all trend durations over 5 years).503
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From 1995 to 2015, a unique event is identified by features of the timeseries that are unique to this timeframe:504

(i) a rapid increase in probability of a decline in AMOC transport (from the historical average probability of 50%505

to 95% for a 20-year RCP8.5 negative trend), and (ii) the strongest forced-trend intensity of the full 250-year time-506

series is detected (�0.11 Sv yr�1). Based on these initial results showing the fundamental role of forced-variation,507

we investigated whether forced changes in the AMOC trends coincide with forced changes in oceanic proper-508

ties, namely temperature and salinity transport. The focus here is on the positive feedback of salinity transport;509

a decline in the AMOC decreases salt transport to higher latitudes, which reduces NADW formation and further510

slows down the AMOC (Marotzke, 1996). The stability of the AMOC is dependent on a complex salinity balance511

resulting from freshwater or salinity transport by the gyre circulation, the meridional overturning circulation, and512

atmospheric fluxes (Rahmstorf, 1996), hence the reason for estimating these three transports from ensemble mean513

salinity budgets in the subpolar and subtropical regions. After establishing the average salinity transports during514

a period close to AMOC equilibrium (from 1850 to 1975), two anomalous cases are analysed: (i) the long-term515

accumulated anomalies of salinity transports after 125 years (1975 to 2099), and (ii) the 20-year salinity transport516

trends over the unique event identified (1995 to 2015).517

In the first case, a meridional dipole in salinity forms after 1975 and intensifies until the end of the 21st cen-518

tury. It is characterised by a fresher SPR and saltier STR. This results in an accumulated decrease in salinity519

of +0.03 psu and increase of +0.09 psu by 2095 in the SPR and STR, respectively. It is only when expressing520

these salinity changes as ensemble means that the signal is detected; even though the change is on the order of521

<0.1 psu, the salinity budget is affected. The sustained increase in salt in the STR is influenced by both oceanic522

components, where the overturning circulation (∆S ov|ST ) dominates the import of salt from 1975 to 2050 and523

then horizontal circulation (∆S az|ST ), over the last 50 years. The SPR’s accumulated negative transport of salt524

from 2020 to 2099 is a result of the shared impact of both overturning and horizontal circulations (∆S ov|SP and525

∆S az|SP, respectively), exporting salt out of the SPR. When comparing the long-term effects of the ocean circu-526

lation (∆S ov +∆S az|ST ) compared to the ones of the atmospheric flux (F |ST ), their accumulated transports are527

almost identical through time, hence the accumulation of salt is caused by both evaporation and ocean export. The528

SPR completely relies on the oceanic components to produce net negative salinity transport by 2099, since the at-529

mospheric forcing causes positive transport (net decrease in precipitation) in the model ensemble. The divergence530

of salt transport by the ocean circulation (∆S ov +∆S az) and hence the AMOC slowdown through the positive531

feedback in the subpolar region is therefore the dominant driver on multi-decadal to centennial timescales, overrid-532

ing atmospheric effects; this is consistent with results from other studies (Manabe and Stouffer, 1988; Rahmstorf,533

1996).534

The 20-year unique event of the AMOC decline from 1995 to 2015 coincides with changes in the 20-year535

subpolar trends of salinity transport that occur exclusively during this period. Yeager and Danabasoglu (2014)536

demonstrate that the AMOC’s decadal variability mainly responds to high-latitude buoyancy forcing anomalies,537

and results here demonstrate a similar response over decadal abrupt periods. Robson et al (2016) identified negative538

(light) density anomalies in the deep Labrador Sea related to ocean warming and coinciding with an AMOC decline539

from 1995 to 2015. However, compared to waters in the 1970s, waters in 2015 were not warmer but rather fresher.540

This suggests that although the salinity changes are smaller than temperature changes, the accumulated effects of541

freshwater increase played a significant role on buoyancy and therefore AMOC transport from the 1970s to 2010s542

(Robson et al, 2016).543

The results here extend further in time, showing that the 1995-2015 period is the only 20-year period over544

250 years (1850-2100) that has a continuously-negative forced-trend in total SPR salinity transport. Holliday et al545

(2020) also define a period between 2012 and 2016 when an extreme freshening occurred in the eastern SPR546

relative to 120 years of observations. We show that this unique event coincides with a period of high probability547

of strong AMOC decline driven by the forced component. In this context, our study additionally separates forced548

and intrinsic variations. Here, we show the components that drive the changes are initiated by a decline in the549

salinity transport associated with the horizontal circulation (Θaz|SP) and sustained by a subsequent decline in the550
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overturning circulation (Θov|SP). It is worth noting that it is during this unique event (1995-2015) that the salt551

export by the overturning circulation reaches its maximum declining trend (Θov|SP) relative to the full timeseries552

in 2008.553

One specific year during the unique event, 2001 (i.e., 20 year trends from 1991 to 2011), marks two unique fea-554

tures that happen simultaneously: (i) The strongest net trend in salinity transport in the SPR (ΘS |SP) in 250 years555

is achieved (�0.051 Sv psu yr�1), (ii) negative 20-year trends due to both overturning and horizontal circulation in556

the SPR (Θov|SP and Θaz|SP, respectively) overlap at �0.02 Sv psu yr�1, and (iii) the difference between the SPR557

declining trend in salinity transport (ΘS |SP) and STR (ΘS |ST ) increasing trend is largest. The latter point has558

been extensively studied previously, wherein alterations to the large-scale meridional density gradient between the559

North Atlantic gyres affects the AMOC (Zhang, 2010; Robson et al, 2014; McCarthy et al, 2015; Yeager and Dan-560

abasoglu, 2014; Sévellec and Huck, 2016). The collective effect of these features happening in parallel could be561

the explanation for a shift in probability of an AMOC decline due to forced variations. On this decadal timescale,562

the atmospheric flux term (computed as the residual term in our study) has a negligible effect on the salinity of563

the unique event since there is no anomalous increase in evaporation in the STR, nor precipitation in the SPR and564

therefore the results suggest that the joint overturning and horizontal circulation term (Sov +Saz) dominates the565

forced salinity transport over 20-year timescales.566

It is commonly accepted that numerical model outputs exhibit a degree of inherent uncertainty, which is ad-567

dressed in this study by using the ensemble mean (both for the forced component and the PDF of the intrinsic568

variability) to mitigate errors and bias found in single models. Nevertheless, it is challenging to compare these569

results to observations due to sparsity of direct salinity or freshwater transport estimates (Talley, 2008; Liu et al,570

2014; McDonagh et al, 2010). Several studies have therefore used numerical models, following the similar com-571

putations as this study, to generate freshwater flux estimates (referred to as Mov and Maz, for the overturning and572

horizontal component, respectively, e.g., de Vries and Weber, 2005; Bryden et al, 2011; Drijfhout et al, 2011; Mc-573

Donagh et al, 2015; Mecking et al, 2016, 2017). Although the budget shows that net evaporation over the Atlantic574

basin is required (Drijfhout et al, 2011), a thorough analysis to understand CMIP5 biases in Mecking et al (2017)575

demonstrate that evaporation could be overestimated over the North Atlantic in the models, compared to available576

observations, reanalysis products, and other models. This could both affect our results and potentially change the577

lack of intensification of the water cycle under anthropogenic climate change. An increase in CO2 concentrations578

should increase absolute atmospheric humidity and increase poleward water vapour transport, therefore increasing579

precipitation (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994, 1999). Furthermore, as mentioned in the Methods, we regrid the origi-580

nal CMIP5 model data to a nearest even-numbered coordinate, which could result in uncertainties related to mass581

conservation and hence the residual calculations. A follow-up study could be performed to test the sensitivity of582

our results to estimated biases or re-gridding choices.583

Finally, this study highlights the potential use of a similar decomposition into horizontal and overturning trans-584

ports of salinity for improving the skill of interdecadal predictions. For example, if these unique event features585

are a robust identification of a shift towards a sustained probability of an AMOC decline, then identifying shifts586

in salinity transports leading to more sustained changes in the AMOC may be possible. A complete collapse of587

the AMOC is highly unlikely to occur in the 21st century, due to the order of magnitude of changes in salinity in588

CMIP5 being too small (Stocker et al, 2013). Nevertheless, a rapid shift to a long decadal transient decline in the589

AMOC can also have drastic effects on the localised and global climate system (Vellinga and Wood, 2002). There590

is therefore a need for a constant improved understanding of early warning signs of an AMOC decline (Boulton591

et al, 2014). Despite being focused on the forced component, this study proposes that with further analysis, such a592

proxy could be achieved from identifying concurrent changes in the 20-year AMOC and salinity transport trends.593

Such an understanding can be used to improve future climate risk mitigation strategies and planning, with global594

socio-economic importance in the 21st century.595
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22 FIGURES

Fig. 1 Probability density functions of the 48�N AMOC’s intrinsic variability, from the control simulations (vertical bar-plots), intrinsic vari-

ability plus historical time-mean forced variability (solid lines), intrinsic variability plus RCP4.5 time-mean forced varaibility (dotted lines),

intrinsic variability plus RCP8.5 time-mean forced variability (dashed lines) using different time-mean trend durations: (a) 2 years, (b) 10 years,

(c) 20 years, and (d) 40 years. The colours represent the six categories of trend probabilities: intense decrease (Pint�) and intense increase (Pint+),

for the area >2 standard deviations in dark blue and dark orange, respectively, moderate decrease (Pmod�) and moderate increase (Pmod+), for

the area between 1 and 2 standard deviations in light blue and light orange, respectively, and weak decrease (Pweak�) and weak increase

(Pweak+), for the area between 0 and 1 standard deviations in pale blue and yellow, respectively
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Fig. 2 Probabilities of trends of the intrinsic variability or intrinsic variability plus time-mean forced variability for the six probability categories

defined in Equation 1. Here, some additional trend durations are also included (1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 40 years). The different scenarios are grouped

together and labelled above: control (pre-industrial simulations), historical (from 1850 to 2005), and RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (both from 2006 to

2099)
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Fig. 3 Probability of events over the historical and future RCP4.5 periods. The time-varying ensemble mean probabilities of the intrinsic

variability plus forced variability over the historical and future scenario of the AMOC at 48�N, from 1850 to 2099. The trends are filtered

over different trend durations: (a) 2 years, (b) 10 years, (c) 20 years, and (d) 40 years. The unique event from 1995 to 2015 representing the

maximum 20-year AMOC decline probability is shaded in grey. The six colours display the six probability categories defined in Equation 1

and Figure 1

Fig. 4 As Figure 3 but for RCP8.5
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Fig. 5 Actual and expected trends over the historical and future RCP4.5 periods. The time-varying actual (black dotted lines) and expected

forced ensemble-mean trend increase (orange lines) and decrease (blue lines) intensities [Sv yr�1] of the AMOC at 48� N from 1850 to 2099

are displayed. The forced trends are filtered over different trend durations: (a) 2 years, (b) 10 years, (c) 20 years, and (d) 40 years. The 20-year

unique event from 1995 to 2015 is centred around the 20-year maximum AMOC decline (from subplot c), and shown in grey on all plots

Fig. 6 As Figure 5 but for RCP8.5
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Fig. 7 Annual mean salinity transport [Sv psu] derived from CMIP5 ensemble mean (i.e. forced component) historical and RCP8.5 output

from 1851 to 2099. The reference period (1851 to 1975), representing the fluxes almost in equilibrium, is shaded in grey and summarised in

the schematic in Figure 8 below. (a) The two oceanic salinity transports: overturning, Sov (red lines) and horizontal gyre, Saz (blue lines) at

the three latitudes marking the meridional boundaries for the subtropical region (STR) and subpolar region (SPR), at 20� N (thick, solid lines),

48� N (weakly thick, solid lines) and 60� N (thin, solid lines). Positive (negative) values indicate northward (southward) fluxes. (b) The STR

oceanic salinity transports via Sov|ST (red line), i.e.,Sov|20N �Sov|48N from (a), and Saz|ST (blue line), i.e.,Saz|20N �Saz|48N , the combined

Sov+Saz|ST (purple line), the residual (grey line), F , and the total net salinity transports (black line), ∂t S|ST, are displayed. (c) SPR transports

as in (b), with the southern boundary being 48� N and northern boundary 60� N. Positive (negative) values in (b) and (c) indicate an addition

(dilution) of salt in the region
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Fig. 8 A schematic displaying the (almost equilibrium) reference period of salinity influx and outflux, temporally averaged over the reference

period (1851 to 1975) of the ensemble mean (i.e., forced component), into and out of the subtropical and subpolar regions. The zonally

and vertically-integrated oceanic transports comprise of Sov, transport via the overturning component (red arrows), and Saz, transport via

the azonal, gyre transport (blue arrows). Positive (negative) values indicate northward (southward) fluxes across these latitudes (where all are

positive apart from Saz|20N ). The residual (grey arrows), assumed here to be the atmospheric forcing, F , is computed per region, with a positive

value showing net evaporation (indicated by a downward arrow) and a negative value showing net precipitation (indicated by an upward arrow).

The small total net salinity trend in each region is the black box (+0.11 Sv psu and +0.02 Sv psu in the STR and SPR, respectively). The width

of the arrows are scaled to their strength of transport but the size of the regions is not proportional to the actual size
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Fig. 9 Hovmöller plots showing zonally and depth average of the forced temperature [K] and salinity [psu] anomalies referenced to 1975

(vertical, black line), from 1850 to 2099 and filtered using 10-year moving means under the RCP8.5 scenario. Displayed as a function of

latitude, the boundary between the SPR and STR is shown at 48�N (dashed horizontal, black line). The anomalies are integrated vertically and

presented at different depths; at the surface in (a) for temperature and (e) for salinity, averaged over the upper ocean (from 0 to 2,500 m) in (b)

for temperature and (f) for salinity, averaged over the lower ocean (from 2,500 m to the bottom) in (c) for temperature and (g) for salinity, and

averaged over the full depth in (d) for temperature and (h) for salinity
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Fig. 10 Schematic of the accumulated forced salinity anomaly transport (ΣS ) by 2095 referenced to 1975. The direction of the arrows

shows whether the accumulated anomaly causes a flux of salinity into or out of the STR and SPR. The equivalent average change in salinity

concentration is shown in brackets in the black box for each region (+0.09 psu and �0.03 psu in the STR and SPR, respectively). All other

arrows and colours represent the same fluxes as in Figure 8, but are now accumulated transports

Fig. 11 Accumulated anomalies of forced salinity transport (Σ ) from 1975 to 2095, derived from CMIP5 ensemble historical and RCP8.5 data,

referenced to the tref (1975) values, filtered using a 10-year moving average from annually averaged data. Accumulated transport units are in

Pm3 psu (1 Pm3 =1015 m3). See Figure 7 for a description of the legend colours
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Fig. 12 A comparison of forced salinity and AMOC transport trends (ΘS and ΘAMOC, respectively) filtered using 20-year sliding windows

from 1850 to 2099 in the (a) subtropical region (STR), and (b) subpolar region (SPR). Linear regression trends are fitted to the raw salinity

transport data (for the STR and SPR data in Figure 7b and c, respectively). Legend colours are the same as in Figure 11b and c. The 20-

year sliding window trend of the AMOC at 48�N (black, dash-dotted line) is the same timeseries plotted in Figure S3c. The ‘unique event’

(highlighted in yellow) from 1995 to 2015 marks the period in which the forced component of the AMOC’s 20-year trends rapidly fall out of the

range of the historical data and overshoot the range found in the 21st century data and lead to an anomalously high probability of interdecadal

AMOC slowdown (Figures 3c and 4c)

Fig. 13 A schematic of the average 20-year forced salinity transport trends (ΘS ) over the ‘unique event’ (1995 to 2015, corresponding to

the yellow highlighted patch in Figure 12). The arrows therefore now represent trend values, averaged over the unique event, and the colours

represent the trends of the fluxes shown in Figure 8
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